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ABSTRACT
Research has shown that market-style selfscheduling is a promising approach to achieving
real-time online resources allocation. However,
the field still lacks sufficient results in areas such
as control, inter-operation of heterogeneous data
semantics,
and
qualitative
performance
measurement, to satisfy large scale distributed
operations, especially today’s information
enterprises.
We propose a new agent-based, peer-to-peer
publish and subscribe model for enterprise
resource allocation under the above conditions.
We use the proven industrial exchange
technology to develop a full-fledged artificial
market to self-schedule information tasks
(resources offerings and requests) across a
potentially extended enterprise, with a
comprehensive
performance-feedback-reallocation mechanism. New results also include
an Agent-Base for creating and managing large
number of custom agents online, a peer-to-peer
negotiation method, and an open common
schema design, to enable the model. It also
provides an implementation scheme for
developing the basic architecture, the pricing
model, and the data interchange required of the
artificial market.
Keywords: market-style scheduling, agentbase, peer-to-peer negotiation, common
schema, Metadatabase
1.

MARKET-STYLE SCHEDULING

Information
enterprises
include
virtual
enterprises, extended enterprises, and enterprises
that feature information production and
integration. For the purpose of this paper, they

feature conspicuously the use of Internet
technology to reach out and integrate, and
thereby improve their performance. The
intelligence community, news organizations, the
ASP (application service provider) model of ebusiness[1], industrial exchanges (e.g., Covisint
and CommerceOne)[2], and the service business
of industrial equipment manufacturers (e.g.,
Boeing and GE Industrial Systems) are
representative examples. At the heart of these
enterprises is the scheduling and control of their
resources - i.e., the databases, networked
computers, and the like; which tend to be widely
distributed and heterogeneous in their technical
design, and may also require openness and
scalability of the regimes inter-operating them.
Without enterprise-wide management of
enterprise resources, an information enterprise
cannot operate at high level of integration and
hence can hardly capture the full benefits of
extended enterprising. However, resource
allocation for (Internet-based) information
enterprises can be more involved to design than
the scheduling regimes for traditional enterprises
such as manufacturing and transportation,
because of the nature of information production.
In fact, we can characterize it as a resources
allocation problem under the conditions of
globally distributed resources and users
(providers and requesters), heterogeneous
information models, and real-time assignment
with online performance measurement and
adjustment – or, the enterprise resource
allocation problem.
The enterprise resource allocation problem defies
many premises of classical scheduling theory [3]
and online scheduling [4, 5]. The classical
paradigm focuses on optimizing the supply
(resources) with respect to a given demand
(tasks), subject to workflow precedence and
other job constraints. This leads to the dichotomy
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of resource versus user in the tradition of
manufacturing, where machines and jobs are two
orthogonal genres and it does not consider the
possibility that a job could be a resource, nor a
resource be a job. Therefore, the instances of
each genre are homogeneous in their technical
nature; and both genres can be characterized in a
unified set of definitive terms such as machining
capacity, classes or functions, and processing
times. The matching of a job to a machine in this
context is never ambiguous and the objective
function can be neatly analyzed with respect to
throughput, make-span, tardiness, utilization
rate, and other physical performance measures.
When necessary, such as in online scheduling for
computers, an assignment can even be moved
around as in bin packing, in order to optimize the
overall performance within a single migration
round. Finally, a scheduling regime is designed
to be a planner rather than an executioner, and it
does not consider real-time conditions nor online
feedback from the system that executes the
schedules when determines the schedules. The
literature assumes that either the system’s
controller will adjust the schedules to
accommodate real time conditions, or the
scheduler will re-run itself with new conditions
to produce a new result in the next planning
window.
For Internet information enterprises, the
resources allocation regime would have to do
better since the environment includes not only
physical facilities but also information resources
such as databases and personal information
assets. The regime must produce maximum
quantity of information to maximum suitable
users with maximum relevance and quality, with
minimum delay. Thus, the regime has to
encourage information sharing, respond to realtime conditions online, and re-allocate resources
according to performance feedback. That is, it
must consider both the supply and the demand.
The regime must allow for resources providers to
also be users; e.g., a field officer could both
provide and request information and an
automated analysis system or a database might
request input or even co-processing from other
facilities as well as produce output. In addition,
these providing or requesting tasks might use
different data semantics to describe their
information contents and requirements. When
information exchange is involved, the semantic
uniqueness makes tasks heterogeneous and
requiring individual, custom representation,
attention, and processing. Furthermore, Internet

information enterprises involve extended
organization
(inter-organizational
tasks),
globally distributed resources and users, and
potentially very large number of participants. We
submit that these characteristics fit best with
those of an artificial market, such as stock
exchange or industrial exchange in e-business.
A number of researchers have recently proposed
market-style resources allocation schemes using
software agents to make conventional scheduling
models more in line with real-time assignment
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. These newer
efforts tend to create a pseudo market for, e.g.,
shop floor scheduling and computer networks
allocation, where facility agents and job agents
meet and match. These works, however, tend to
lack an effective market mechanism - i.e., a
performance-feedback-reward loop - to measure
the value of the resources in the market and
thereby approach global optimality. Without this
self-correcting capability, the pseudo market is
more a metaphor than a complete mechanism
capable of capturing the benefits of the market
model. These designs tend to ignore the adaptive
capacity of agents required to perform semantics
matching, multi-criteria negotiation, and other
dynamic tasks. They also do not consider how to
create efficiently large number of agents online
and effectively manage these agents when
updates are necessary. These issues become
critical when the pseudo market were to scale up
to handling, say, hundreds or even millions of
concurrent, custom tasks. Consequently, the
assignment schemes developed under this
paradigm do not offer sufficient feedback and
adaptation to assure self-correction. Not
surprisingly, some of these pseudo markets
exhibit various global inefficiencies (e.g., long
queues at certain resources sites caused by
obsolete information at the global site, and tasks
not getting assigned properly due to lack of
negotiation); and others excessive overhead
(imposition of a global controller to supersede
the self-scheduling. All of them lack the
promises to address the potential of influencing
demand and supply such as encouraging
information sharing.
In contrast, we develop a full-fledged artificial
market model, the Enterprise Resources
Market, using the proven technology of
industrial exchanges to accomplish the goal of
self-scheduling resources allocation for Internet
information enterprises. The new model
promises to resolve the above problems and
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achieve balance of demand and supply,
computational efficiency (linear to low
polynomial complexity), information interchange
(semantics
match),
and
self-correction
(performance feedback and reward) for resources
allocation. The model includes new extensions to
enable the previous exchange to allocate both
physical and information resources that the
enterprises involve, and to execute the
information processing tasks at the local level on
a peer-to-peer basis. The new results provide an
agent model and an agent-based architecture to
connect distributed resources providers and users
to the market, as well as directly to each other.
The new agent model allows for very large
number of concurrent participants (exponentially
scalable) to use software surrogates to globally
publish their offers and requests of resources,
match, and negotiate-auction (a global Black
Board); and then connect locally with their
matches to subscribe to the resources. It also
provides an alternative peer-to-peer negotiation
model to allow matching and auction among
local sites without a global Black Board. A
pricing model drives negotiation and feedback
towards achieving a globally sound, selfscheduling regime. The pricing model
encourages sharing of information and resources
in the same time it controls the use of them. In
this regime, both providers and users can initiate
tasks as bids for transaction, while a global
server facilitates the creation, management, and
processing of their custom (task-oriented) agents.
The global server also uses metadata technology
to represent task characteristics, including
transaction requirements and data semantics, and
to match requests with offerings according to
these characteristics. It subsequently conducts
the negotiation, auction, and final connection of
tasks to local resources. As such, the objective
function is the maximization of the total
(perceived) value of information and physical
resources. It is worthwhile to note that the
pricing model encompasses and synthesizes such
criteria as minimization of delay in assignment
and optimal utilization of resources, as well as
provides performance-based rewards and
adjustment, in a way similar to that associated
with a natural market. The constraints are the
transaction requirements and data semantics of
tasks, which could be updated real-time and
online through the task agents, based on local
conditions (e.g., work load and deadline). Selfscheduling takes place at matching, the
allocation-connection, and the queuing at the
local resources; and hence assure computational

efficiency. Finally, we should note that the
Enterprise Resources Market accomplishes both
resources allocation and information sharing for
the extended organization. With the pricing
model, it optimally allocates the published tasks
and helps subscribe to the resources; without it,
it still matches tasks and helps interchange of
information resources.
In sum, this work contributes a self-scheduling
resources allocation mode with new enabling
results; which include a new agent model for
managing large number of concurrent, custom
agents to add to the software agent literature, a
peer-to-peer negotiation model as a new result to
e-auction, and a method to achieve open schema
for exchange technology. Next, we discuss how
the Enterprise Resources Market works in
Section 2, and present the detailed methods in
Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper with an
assessment of the new model and its future work.
2. THE AGENT-BASED, PEER-TOPEER, PUBLISH AND SUBSCRIBE
MODEL
We define that the user community, i. e. the
organizations involved, encompasses multiple
operating groups, databases and computing
networks all of whom have information and can
process data. Both the human and machine
components of the community can both be
providers and requesters of information
resources. That is, all participants of the market
can play both roles of sellers and buyers (e.g., an
automated information system may trigger a
request for information or co-processing from
other sources during the execution of an
analysis). The organization uses budgets to
control the allocation and utilization of
information resources. All users, therefore, pay
from their funds (real money or fungible credit)
for their requesting tasks (buy) and take revenue
from their offering tasks (sell). The market is,
hence, a performance and reward mechanism, as
well; to which the management could
complement additional adjustments of funding,
as desired.
Participants use task-oriented and manageable
agents to publish their requests and offers of
resources, and use the same to subscribe to the
resources. Software agents bring about several
significant advantages: asynchronous (24/7)
transaction, controllable consistency with
enterprise knowledge and requirements, and
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security (e.g., the participant can publish only the
information slated to offer, and conceal the true
nature of the tasks or identity of the requesters
from the providers if necessary). The design of
the agents must also include additional
intelligence such as preferences and transaction
rules to further automate negotiation and peer-topeer transaction as described below.
At the global server level, a blackboard is
maintained to match requests and offers based on
task characteristics such as deadline, specific
requirements, availability, and perceived value in
terms of price. The criteria allow for non-exact
or staggered match. After one or more matches
are found, a pricing model will perform the
assignment, which entails negotiation, including
group auction and revision of terms, amongst the
matched parties if alternative allocations exist.
The global server maintains and makes available
the market status to all participants to help them
publish their bids and negotiate, as well as
provide remedy to tasks having difficulty getting
allocated. For instance, the server could increase
the price offered by a request to find it a match
just before the deadline. The loan becomes a
feedback to the reward system on the initiator of
the task. After finalization, the agents proceed to
establish connections for the requesters and the
providers’ resources at the local level. A proxy
server of adjustable complexity could reside at
the local resources to enable peer-to-peer
transactions. The requests become jobs at the
local resources and queue themselves according
to the price offered and follow the local queuing
discipline. This process does not require global
coordination. The queuing status, including
workload, will become feedback to update the
local resource’s agents at the blackboard. The
global server contains a Metadatabase about
tasks characteristics and enterprise requirements
to support the blackboard. The server also
includes an Agent-Base to create and manage the
task agents online, which could number in the
millions, according to users’ instructions.
An alternative to going through the Black Board
is for a participant to initiate directly task agents
that visit other task agents at other local sites to
find-negotiate the matches and conduct auction
when necessary, on their own. This alternative is
available to local sites that have sufficient
computing power. In this case, the initiating
participants will control the virtual auctions that
their task agents started first (distributed
computing); and hence simplify the computing

load at the global server.
The details of these techniques and methods are
discussed in the next section. Leading to it, we
first describe here the overall architecture of the
artificial market. The fundamental architecture
connects its global server (the exchange site) to
the local resources providers and users (the
participant sites). The architecture also
recognizes the other operating regimes existing
in the community. In a nutshell, there are three
basic domains of administrative control: The
artificial market comprises its own operating
domain, the Exchange Domain, and has full
control of this domain. The enterprise
participants control their own local operating
domains, the Participant Domain, delegated to
them from the rest of the organization’s
operating regime, the Enterprise (Agency)
Domain. That is, the Exchange Domain only
inter-operates with the Participant Domain as
mutually agreed upon but does not otherwise
intrude it. Firewalls could exist between these
domains. Similarly, the Exchange Domain could
support the Enterprise Domain according to
some charters; otherwise, they are separate from
each other. In this research, we will focus on the
Exchange Domain and the extent to which it
inter-operates with the Participant Domain. We
assume the participants come from multiple
organizations of the community and could locate
physically in any part of the world. Thus, the
architecture includes Internet as a means of
networking between the participants and the
artificial market. Other means owned by the
Enterprise could replace (or augment) the
Internet without altering the overall design of the
model.
The basic structure of the participant side of the
architecture consists of a proxy server controlled
logically by the global server of the exchange
side. The proxy server “represents” the exchange
at a local participant site and inter-operates with
the local systems. The exchange side features the
black board, an agent-base, and a common
schema, among other things. To develop the
required results, we first create a generic match
engine using a thin code such as Erlang, and then
develop the rest of the elements of the artificial
market into a prototype, including the extended
agent design, the assignment algorithm, the
global server, and the proxy server at local
resources to conduct peer-to-peer transaction. To
address implementation issues, we also
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formulate a plan about how an information
enterprise might map the pricing model to its
organizational valuation metrics and budgets,
and what standard it might adopt to inter-operate
the artificial market with other functions it
conducts. The prototype can then be validated
through either a laboratory testing or simulation,
before being site tested in an actual
implementation. These components and other
particular methods that make the Enterprise
Resources Market possible are discussed in
detail below.
3.

THE
METHODS
ENTERPRISE
MARKET

FOR
THE
RESOURCES

The above architecture entails several major
elements. Some of the key methods and
techniques are adopted from our past research.
We adapt these results for the Enterprise
Resources Market, and further develop them and
the new elements not available currently to
satisfy the requirements of the system. We
discuss the details below.
3.1 The Agent Model: Task Agent, AgentBase, and Metadatabase.
Resources providers and users initiate their
offers and requests through custom created task
agents. They log on (remotely) to the AgentBase at the exchange site and instruct it to create
a task agent for their offers or requests. The
software agents are uploaded to the local sites of
the participants. They use the same mechanism
to update or delete their agents. The participants
can now initiate a task by launching the agent
created to the Black Board of the exchange site.
The agent publishes its information content (see
below) at the Black Board, with possible
subsequent modifications. The Black Board uses
this information to conduct matching,
negotiation-auction,
and
assignment,
as
described in the next section on Black Board.
The agent has three basic elements: the
communicator, the information content, and the
rule-base. The communicator includes header
(e.g., ID or IP address, XML-SQL or interoperation protocols, and other metadata and
routines required for agent processing). We will
consider the best practices in the field as well as
the operating policies of the enterprise to
determine the actual design of the communicator.
The information content describes the conditions

and semantics of the task according to certain
representation methods acceptable to the
enterprise. In any design, the conditions specify
the price demanded or offered, the deadline, and
processing requirements; while the semantics use
either the common schema of the organization
or, if one does not exist, the common dictionary
of keywords to communicate to other agents the
information nature of the task. The processing
requirements include the type of resource offered
or requested, job constraints and task status if the
task belongs to an automated workflow (series of
single tasks) or complex task. A complex task
will be processed as a sequence of single tasks
according to processing or workflow rules. The
rule-base contains operating knowledge for
conducting automatic negotiation, auction, and
other similar behaviors, such as choices of predetermined negotiation schemes. It also contains
workflow rules and other logic for the processing
of complex tasks. All agents follow a unified
protocol regulated by the Agent-Base using the
knowledge stored in the Metadatabase.
The Metadatabase contains a version of the
communal or extended organization-wide
common schema, or a common dictionary of
keywords that the participants use, for
information enterprise resources allocation. It,
along with the proxy server (see the section
dedicated to this topic below), constitute the
connector of the artificial market through which
the system plugs into the overall enterprise
environment. While the proxy server provides
physical connection in an API manner, the
Metadatabase offers logical integration with the
enterprise. If these common schema or keywords
do not currently exist, then we need to develop
the keywords with enterprise experts as an
implementation effort. Alternatively, when the
enterprise chooses to develop its own common
schema from scratch, we could employ the
Metadatabase model developed at Rensselaer
over the past decade [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] to
accomplish this purpose. The Metadatabase
model employs a particular representation
method based on the TSER information model to
integrate enterprise information
models,
contextual knowledge, software resources (for
inter-operation), and user-application families.
These enterprise metadata are structured into a
database on its own so that the community can
query, manage, and evolve enterprise metadata
resources through the Metadatabase for their
tasks in the same manner as they could for
regular data resources with a regular database.
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Therefore, the Metadatabase can be a repository
of enterprise policies pertaining to the artificial
market (such as rules about particular userapplication families, entities, and relationships).
Moreover, the scope of the representation
method covers all three elements of the software
agents; thus, the Metadatabase can also be a
depot of re-usable objects or common raw
materials (communication software, information
content, and rules) from which the Agent-Base
builds task agents. In any case, the provision or
the construction of the common schema and/or
keywords, regardless of the methods taken,
would have to come from the enterprise experts
in the extended organization. Without them, the
proposed research would only simulate one for
the final prototype.
One aspect of the Agent-Base is a method to
mass-customize large amount of agents at run
time. When the potential task agents at any one
time could number thousands or even millions,
and most of them are custom build, then we need
an efficient way to create and manage these
agents online and on the fly. We will use the
Metadatabase to provide community resources
required by mass production, and use the AgentBase to customize the configuration of these
resources for particular tasks. It will also support
the owners of the agents to add ad hoc
information (e.g., specific data values of some
entities, relationships, or attributes, and operating
rules) and route them to the Metadatabase for
possible inclusion into its content. Another
aspect is the ability to automatically update the
metadata contents of agents when these metadata
are changed at the Metadatabase. This capability,
unique to the Agent-Base model, is very useful
for maintaining the logical consistency across
agents, or the integrity of the agent community.
The third aspect is a log of the task agents
currently active at the Black Board. This design
allows the software agent to be a persistent
surrogate (24/7) at the market for conducting
asynchronous negotiation, among other things, to
enhance reliability and performance. Thus, the
Agent-Base is both a management shell and a
gathering of active agents.
We need to fine-tune the agent design, the
Metadatabase model, and the Agent-Base of the
Enterprise Resources Market for particular
enterprises. However, some general designs do
exist. Both the Metadatabase and the Agent-Base
could be implemented on a commercial, standalone database management system such as

Oracle. We envision the necessary user
interfaces of these components to be added shells
of the database using its build-in facilities.
3.2 The Black Board: Match, NegotiationAuction, and Assignment
The Black Board is the regular, default
mechanism for the Enterprise Resources Market
to serve the agents and conduct match,
negotiation-auction, and assignment. This engine
maintains a list of all tasks published by agents,
including their information contents, conduct
matching and negotiation, and finalize the
assignment. It also consults with the
Metadatabase for the latest enterprise policies to
avoid chaos at the artificial market; one of these
responsibilities is to break ties and ascertain that
all (worthy) tasks find a match before their
deadlines.
The basic logic of match goes this way. For a
given task, it first satisfies the semantic
constraints by looking for counterparts
possessing the same information content. The
match is based on metadata, either from common
schema or keywords, and can either be exact or
partial. The software agent specifies the rules.
The Black Board could either incorporates the
rules in its matching (custom match) or inform
the logged agent of the result of standard match
for it to exercise the rules. When semantic
constraints are met, the matching proceeds to
conditions including price, deadline, and other
requirements. If single perfect match exists, then
the Black Board will assign the task to the
resources matched. If multiple perfect matches
are found, then a round of auction amongst them
will decide the final assignment. If only partial
matches are found, then the task enters
negotiation. The negotiation could be automated
where the logged agents concerned use their
rules to find an optimal match and break ties by
auction; or, the agents could inform the task
initiators and have a round of modification of the
original conditions – i.e., human intervened
negotiation. On the other hand, if no match,
perfect or partial, is found, then the agent and/or
the initiator could update the task information
content depending on whether the difficulty is
caused by semantics or by conditions. The Black
Board will post current market conditions – e.g.,
statistics of bids, usage patterns of keywords,
and status of hot issues – to facilitate the
modification and negotiation. The initiators
could also proactively update the task agents
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stored at the local site and re-launch it to replace
the old one. Certain conditions, especially those
related to workload at local resources, would be
suitable for automatic update from the
participant sites. The Black Board intervenes
only on an as-needed, exceptional basis to break
ties and enforce enterprise policies. For example,
it could check on certain types of requesting
tasks that have no match and increase their
offering prices on a loan basis to find them a
match on or near the deadline.
The assignment phase is essentially a notification
of the connections that the tasks should establish
with their resources. It entails an update of the
communicator of the logged task agent by the
Agent-Base, if necessary, to prepare it to
communicate with the proxy server at the
destination resources site. The update agent will
then upload to the task initiating site and initiate
a peer-to-peer transaction from there. Now, the
task agent is ready to subscribe to the resources;
namely, connect to their system.
It is well known that the computational
complexity of traditional scheduling algorithms
(global control) is NP-hard; while the complexity
of sorting (according to price) is linear, O(N)
with N being the number of tasks. Thus, the selfscheduling nature of the Enterprise Resources
Market assures a very efficient regime of
computation with complexity in linear to low
order of polynomial (including negotiation and
feedback). Therefore, the artificial market is
scalable exponentially in theory; i.e., its
computational efficiency allows it to expand
virtually freely. However, this is not the case
with most other schedulers, whose scalability is
inherently limited by its computational
complexity.
In this ongoing research, we developed a
preliminary prototype that provides a Black
Board with interval matching capability. This
research continues to extend it to provide full
negotiation-auction and assignment for the
Enterprise Resources Market. In actual
implementations, the final design of the agents
and the Agent-Base can cause modification to
the basic design of the Black Board; but,
otherwise, the method is reasonably generic and
stable.
3.3 The Proxy Server: Peer-to-Peer
Transaction and Systems Inter-operation

The proxy server is a software system that the
artificial market adds to local resources sites and
resides there. It accomplishes two basic jobs
towards enabling the computing connection of
the exchange side with the participant side:
systems inter-operation and peer-to-peer
transaction. The server interacts with the
exchange site and collaborates with the AgentBase to store, maintain, and process (launch) the
software agents owned by its local site, as well
as to respond (execute) to the call of task agents
from other sites. In this capacity, it functions as
the server of the local site for all task agents
initiated at the site but processed elsewhere at the
Black Board or other local sites. Thus, it
executes the workflow logic for its complex
tasks to, e.g., sequentially launch the component
single tasks and maintain the overall task status.
The server offers a data standard for the task
agents to communicate between themselves. The
exact design will depend on the enterprise
requirements; but a good, standing design is to
use XML-SQL. That is, the proxy server will
have a standard protocol to receive and process
task agents for information transfer. Part of the
protocol is a standard schema for view tables that
the proxy server maintains for the local databases
to use. It works two ways. First, the local
database publishes the select content that it slates
to share with the artificial market at the proxy
server, using the format provided by the latter.
The information requesting task agents can then
query the view tables to retrieve or transfer the
selected content. Second, if its own task agents
transfer in content from other resources, then the
input is stored as view tables for the database to
acquire under its own management. The queue
discipline at the proxy server is self-scheduling
based on prices. However, if the requesting task
from outside is to use the computing facility for
data processing, as opposed to information
retrieval, then the proxy server passes it as a
regular job to the local system and follow the
local queue discipline. In a similar way, it
monitors the work load, task status, and other
relevant data of the host server to update its task
agents at the Agent-Base and elsewhere in the
system.
The proxy server also controls peer-to-peer
negotiation, including matching and auction, as
described in the next sub-section, if the local site
has sufficient computing power to invoke this
option. In this capacity, the proxy server
launches its task agents to visit task agents
publishing on proxy servers at other local sites,
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as well as prepare them for negotiation with
visiting agents from other participants. The
proxy server from which the task agent first
(time stamp) initiates a peer-to-peer negotiation
in the community will function as a mini Black
Board during the life of the negotiation. The
basic logic of the Black Board applies here,
except that the initiating task agents call on other
sites rather than other agents posting onto its
proxy server. As such, a proxy server might
control several concurrent auctions involving
different tasks at different sites, and the
community might have numerous such auctions
controlled by different proxy servers at
numerous local sites at the same time; all are
autonomous to the global server. In this mode, a
proxy server will maintain a list of visiting task
agents and matches its own task agents against
them at the time the participant publishes them.
The employment of proxy servers allows for
peer-to-peer transaction and hence concludes the
assurance of the computational efficiency
promised by the price-based Black Board. Peerto-peer transaction is advantageous to the
environment for three basic reasons: it allows for
the participants’ direct control of all tasks
originating at their site as well as tasks being
processed there, and hence simplifies the global
control requirements and work load; it supports
distributed updates and processing of agents
based on local conditions; and it provides a
backup to the Black Board. Furthermore, it also
contributes an open and scalable way to connect
any number of local databases and other
resources into the Enterprise Resources Market
without interrupting the operation of the market.
Along with the Metadatabase, which offers an
open and scalable way to incorporate any
number of information models into the market
on the fly, and the Black Board, which promises
computational scalability, these three elements of
the Enterprise Resources Market make this
design uniquely open and scalable.
An implementation of the model can adopt the
best practices in the field to build the proxy
server for the enterprise, in light of the new agent
model and the Black Board. A reference point
for the technology is the commonly available
products such as Apache server, which is
extendable with JAVA-J2EE, PHP, and other
general purpose programming languages.
Although one needs to design it, the proxy server
has many mature technologies to choose from for
its implementation.

3.4 Peer-to-Peer Negotiation: Virtual and
Distributed Mini Black Boards
Peer-to-peer computing has a general complexity
of O(N²) which hinders scaling-up. We develop a
new basic logical structure, the match circles, to
denote the group of notes (local sites) whose
tasks match. Pair-wise computing is unnecessary
within a match circle once it is recognized. Thus,
a circle will have a node serving as its miniBlack Board and thereby reduce the computing
complexity. Since a local site can have a number
of simultaneous tasks alive in the community, it
can belong to a number of simultaneous match
circles. Thus, both the circles and the mini-Black
Board are virtual and task-based. This way, the
overall complexity of the peer-to-peer computing
is primarily the number of such virtual circles,
which is arguably much less than the theoretical
upper bound. We elaborate on this idea below.
The Agent Base maintains a global protocol for
determining time stamps for all task agents
initiating a negotiation, which starts with a
search for matches at other local sites and
finishes when an assignment is finalized after, if
necessary, auctioning among multiple matches.
The negotiation at the matching phase is
concerned with task constraints, while it is about
the objective function when auctioning. The
initiating task agent, the one with the earliest
time stamp among all agents that matched, has
the control of the negotiation. Its proxy server
first launches a round of search where the task
agent looks for matches at (all) other local sites
in the community in a purely peer-to-peer
manner. If a single perfect match is found within
a pre-determined time period, then the proxy
server acts according to the nature of the task: for
requesting task, it obtains necessary interoperation parameters or routines from the AgentBase for the task agent and sends it to queue at
the matching site through the proxy server at that
site; and for offering task, it informs the proxy
server of the match task to launch the requesting
agent. Optionally, the proxy server could also
contain a reduced copy of the Metadatabase to
allow it augmenting its task agents with the interoperation data. If multiple matches exist, then the
proxy server conducts an auctioning session
where it sends out asking prices, iteratively, to
the matches in the manner of traditional auctions
– i.e., the proxy server singly controls the
auction session. The result will either be a single
meeting of the best price – in which case the
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proxy server assigns the task as mentioned
above, or a declaration of failure of the auction
which results in a deletion of the current task.
The participant in the latter case can opt to reinitiate the task or re-create a new task agent.
If no perfect match is found when the time
expires, then the initiating task agent every
where starts a round of lock-step, pair-wise
negotiation with its host agents. Each pair of
negotiation is independent of all other pairs
under the initiating task agent’s autonomous
control, which uses the same negotiating regime
to proceed. The regime could be rule-based,
staged modules, or any appropriate design, as
long as it uses definitive steps to define and
control its gives and takes, with each step
associated with a certain time window. Thus, all
pair-wise, simultaneous negotiations at all local
sites are at the same steps at all times. Each step
modifies certain constraints in certain manner
within each window, and the proxy server
terminates the negotiation at the first moment
when a perfect match or matches are found. At
the conclusion of each step of the negotiation for
matches (on constraints), the task agent returns
the matches (when achieved) with an indicator of
the step during which they are obtained, along
with the identification of the local proxy servers
of the matched task agents. The Initiating proxy
server could use the indicator to determine the
matches in the assumption that modifications are
reversely favorable in the sequence of steps and
hence the earlier the matches the more
preferable. Thus, if some negotiations are
lagging behind because of their local queuing
situations or any other reasons, then they could
preempt incumbent results (including auctions)
when they report matches back to the initiating
proxy server. However, the proxy server could
also opt to ignore late results whenever the
auction is underway. The task agents use the
time-based progression of negotiation to
synchronize
virtually
their
autonomous
processing. The initiating proxy server, i.e., the
mini Black Board in this case for the round of
negotiation, does not actively control the
processing of its task agent at each local site, but
only determine the matches from all reported
results. When the time expires without any
matches found, the task agent ceases to exist and
the participant could either revive it or forgo it.
The peer-to-peer design allows a proxy server to
control the negotiations (matching and
auctioning) of its task agents, individually as
well as collectively (to manage its own local

resources), and thereby promote distributed
computing. There could be many proxy servers
controlling many concurrent negotiation sessions
in the community at any time, each of which is a
virtual mini Black Board for the virtual group of
matched task agents.
3.5
The
Implementation
Model:
Organizational Metrics and Data Standard.
To implement the artificial market in the
enterprise environment, we need to investigate
some of the organizational issues, especially how
to map the pricing model to organizational
control metrics and how to inter-operate the
Enterprise Resources Market with other
functions and systems. We assume that the
extended organization uses a budget model to
control the overall allocation of resources to
operating units and individuals. The model will
create artificial funds (either of money or of
fungible credit) for participants of Enterprise
Resources Market, and periodically deposit or
adjust them according to their overall
performance at the market over the period,
among other things, on an off-line basis. In
addition, the market maintains these funds and
will automatically adjust them for the
participants after each transaction to reflect their
revenues (sales) or payments (purchases) in a
manner similar to a bank. Thus, individuals and
operating units do not exchange money directly,
but their purchasing power as recognized by the
market. The bids, therefore, reflect the perceived
value of the resources requested or offered by the
participants. To make the scheme work, the fund
owners must have control of their funds and the
ability to use surplus for real world purposes
such as hiring people or purchasing facilities.
Thus, the market itself is the first mechanism to
measure performance, reward the participants,
and thereby reallocate resources. The managers
of the participants will also assess the
performance of resources in terms of value added
to their missions; that is, the quality and quantity
of information provided and utilized. They could
measure the value in terms of how many people
have used and benefited from the offerings
(sales) and how actively people seek out for
useful information. The system will generate
market statistics on problems (e.g., loans),
requests, offerings, transactions, connections,
keyword usage (hot topics), as well as
accounting and scheduling logs. Results are
performance feedback to the managers for the
budgeting process and reward systems. This
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periodic review assisted by market statistics is
the second line of control and reward for
resources allocation.
We need to study the optimal way to design the
pricing model for an implementation so as to
best fit the organizational metrics of performance
evaluation and reward. Furthermore, for
organizational evaluation, the implementation
also should consider developing the possibilities
of collaboration with other enterprise
management functions. For instance, the patterns
of subscription (connection) reveal the need for
new or ad hoc channels of communication or
workflow processes. Thus, these data could feed
into such models as organizational networks and
processes.
The data standard issue concerns inter-operating
local databases within the domain of the
enterprise and possible collaboration with other
enterprise functions. The first aspect is a matter
of information integration and data interchange
protocols. As discussed above in the sections on
the agent model and the proxy server, we
propose to use the current organizational
specification of keywords or common schema to
represent data semantics and store them into the
Metadatabase, to achieve logical information
integration; and use the proxy server to handle
data interchange. This approach is well
established in industry; in addition, the above
sections also offered realistic alternatives for the
development of Market data standard. We are
confident that in the case of actual
implementation, one can adopt the best practices
in the field of e-business and database integration
to recommend a data standard for the enterprise
and make the artificial market work as designed.
At present, we propose common technologies
including XML-SQL, relational databases, and
Internet-based computing protocols. The data
format required for collaboration with other
enterprise systems will come from these sources.
We will continue to investigate these issues and
hopefully recommend some general designs as
the field matures.
3.6 Open Common Schema: a Metadatabase
for Extensible Information Integration
The section on the Agent Model provides a
Metadatabase to represent data semantics of all
resources in the enterprise. This task usually
corresponds to developing a common schema at
the high end and a reference dictionary of

keywords at the low end. Current practices in the
field at both ends have certain drawbacks:
available common schema methods tend to be
hard to develop and rigid to maintain, while
keywords might not cover the full semantics
contained in information models (especially
relationships and contextual knowledge processes). The Metadatabase model, on the
other hand, is an open, scalable and integrated
repository of enterprise information models (in
the form of metadata), constructed on a minimal
ontology of generic information modeling
concepts per se. The ontology is comparable in
concept to the Information Resources Dictionary
System (IRDS) effort of NIST (see [16]) and
similar approaches in the current Enterprise
Integration community. However, it differs
fundamentally from designs that generalize
application logic for an entire domain. The
methodology-based ontology offers efficiency
and simplicity (minimalism), but is limited to the
applicability of the method on which the design
is based. For the Metadatabase, the basis is the
Two-Stage Entity-Relationship model. Previous
works have shown the model to be scalable (i.e.,
metadata independence) [14] and capable of
incorporating rules [18, 19] and supporting
global query processing across multiple
databases [17].
The icons of the Metadatabase structure, or the
graphical representation of the ontology, shown
in Figure 4, represent either a table of metadata
or a particular type of integrity control rules. The
ontology in Figure 1 extends slightly the
previous Metadatabase structure by also
including user words and cases (as in case-based
reasoning), to enhance the extension of the
model. The metadata include subjects and views,
entity-relationship models, contextual knowledge
in the form of rules, application and user
definitions, database definitions and database
objects. User-words are defined as ordered pairs
(class, object). Classes include Applications,
Subjects, EntRels (entity-relationship), Items,
Values, and Operators; all of which are metadata
tables as shown in Figure 4. Objects are
instances (contents) of these classes. An object is
uniquely identified by an ordered quadruple
(Item name, EntRel name, Subject name,
Application name) as well as an identifier. A
case consists of a problem definition and a
solution, but not the usual outcome, because the
Metadatabase contains the complete domain
knowledge needed. New problems (e.g.,
exceptions to general policies) would use the
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problem definition to find the (best) matching
cases and apply the associated solutions to them.
A set of metadata for a task describes the
problem definition, and its interpretation defines
the solution. Cases strengthen the Black Board’s
ability to perform real time matching and
assignment of tasks when uncertainty arises. As
such, the Metadatabase collects local information
models as the elements (metadata entries)
constituting the common schema.
The common schema so constructed will be able
to accommodate changes, including deletion,
addition, and modification of information models
for local resources. For instance, when a new
local site is added to the Market, the necessary
“registration” effort will be to create an
information model using the TSER methodology
for the new system (either by the local
participants or by the Market experts), and add
the information model as new metadata entries to
the appropriate meta-tables of the Metadatabase
(using e.g., SQL Insert statements). The
Metadatabase does not need to shut down at any
time during the update, since the operation is no
more than a regular database transaction. After
this logical connection, the Market will install a
proxy server fine-tuned for the new local system
in the local environment. This installment does
not interfere with the regular operation of the
(rest of the) Market, and hence the whole
addition process will not affect any existing local
systems nor the on-going tasks at the Market.
Once the process is completed, the new site takes
part immediately and automatically in the
Market. Other changes are similarly selfcontained and autonomous. Therefore, the design
offers an open common schema to enable
extensible information integration for the
community: again, a facility for the openness and
scalability of the Market.
Among the six elements discussed above of the
Enterprise Resources Market, two are adapted
from standard results in the field: the Black
Board and the Proxy server, and one, the
Implementation Model, is organization-specific.
The other three, namely, the new Agent Model,
Peer-to-Peer Negotiation, and Open Common
Schema, are new contributions of the paper. The
Metadatabase has been tested extensively in
LAN, WAN, and even Internet-based
environments at some industrial companies.
However, it has not been deployed for an open

community such as the extended information
enterprises targeted here. Thus, its development
into the common schema will represent a new
contribution to the filed. The computing
feasibility of the whole approach is challenged
mostly by the Black Board on the global server
(the Market), since it entails high volume of
concurrent processing for matching and
negotiation and thereby presents a possible
bottleneck. Ongoing research, especially a rapid
prototyping of the market model, tests this
bottleneck with in laboratory. The actual work,
however, is beyond the scope of the paper.
4.

AN ASSESSMENT

The proposed model is complete in its design,
but we still need to evaluate it through rigorous
testing and comparison with alternative results.
We developed a preliminary prototype to help
reduce the concept to practice. Although more
work is needed in the ongoing research, we
believe that the current results show evidence of
the basic promises of the proposed model.
The main conceptual accomplishment of this
work is the realization that an industrial
exchange (marketplace) is a self-scheduling
mechanism for allocating certain resources – i.e.,
buyers and sellers. Therefore, we submit that a
similar mechanism with adequate extensions can
self-schedule
resources
for
information
enterprises and maximize the overall value of
resources for the extended organization while
satisfying tasks requirements. We then
developed a complete design to solve the
enterprise resource allocation problem and
reduced the concept to practice, as presented
above in the paper. In the work, we also
developed a new agent model, a peer-to-peer
negotiation design, and an open common schema
method - which in their own right contribute to
the software agent literature and the field of
industrial exchange, to enable the new design.
Preliminary results of the implementation of the
design in a laboratory environment have
substantiated the technical feasibility of the
approach. The prototype developed so far has
shown that it can scale up to a million of
simultaneous task agents even running on a
relatively simple platform using only off the
shelf and public domain technology.
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The proposed approach provides immediately a
true market – not just a market metaphor, and a
scheduler that satisfies the requirements of
information enterprises. Therefore, we developed
a new model based on a generic exchange
technology and thereby created a self-scheduling
resource allocation solution to the above
problem. The new design includes an agentbased match engine capable of interval match
using task characteristics and multi-dimensional
negotiation, a pricing model for the assignment
of resources to tasks, an agent-based peer-to-peer
architecture to establish the connections between
the task and the resources, and a global server to
manage the agents and complement the market to
assure satisfaction of enterprise requirements.
The required methods of the proposed model are
presented in this paper. Although they do not
include
detailed
design
required
for
implementation, which is enterprise-specific,
they are sufficient for system developers to use
as blue prints to guide their implementation for
information enterprises.
In the ongoing work, we will design further
extensions and implement them to our exchange
prototype in a laboratory setting. We will
validate the design against standard scheduling
approaches using laboratory testing and
simulation according to the following criteria:
the performance of scheduling on individual
tasks (timeliness), the accuracy of tasks
matching, the global valuation of resources
allocation, and the potential benefits to
information enterprise environments. The last
criterion includes, for example, how the market
might help connect field officers and interoperate
intelligence
databases
across
organizations. It will also examine how software
agents’ ability to allow for anonymous
publications of tasks (both resources providers
and user) and subscription of resources helps the
enterprises.
The
proposed
technology
contributes
intellectually to two hard problems: real time
global resource allocation and information
integration for extended enterprises; both of
which are critical to IT-based organizations. Its
extensions on the previous scheduling regimes
include its true, price-driven market mechanism
to
provide
comprehensive
performance
evaluation, feedback, and resources reallocation.
This new mechanism is made possible by its new

agent model and the extensions to previous
exchange technology. The industrial exchange
model has always called for the use of agent
technology, but actual practices tend to stop
short because of insufficient capacity for largescale agents management. This research fills in
the gap with the new Agent-Base using the
proven Metadatabase technology. It further
extends the previous results to allow for peer-topeer negotiation and information sharing, where
traditional exchanges tend to limit the data
transactions to the processing of business
documents and straightforward transfer of files.
When we can show to have achieved the
intended results, we will have accomplished a
good progress toward resolving these two
problems.
Furthermore, the new results amount to a general
agent-based, peer-to-peer, publish and subscribe
model applicable to a class of problems in the
digital society. Examples encompass naturally
the management of global (virtual) enterprises;
but they also extend to such novel areas as
community collaboration in for-profit or nonprofit settings. A particular vision would be for
persons, companies, and organizations to buy
and sell information resources from the universal
Internet community on a task-by-task basis. As
the concept of an exchange is general and far
reaching, so does the notion of the new model.
The new results make it feasible technically to
realize some of the new visions of exchange in
practice.
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